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The problem oi the excitation of standing waves by a wave generator in a 
heavy ineompressib~e fluid in a channel of rectangular cross-section is 
considered. Principal attention is given to the resonating case in which 

the frequency of oscillation of the wave generator is close to one of 
the natural frequencies of oscillation of the fluid in the channel. For 

the solution of the problem a scheme suggested in [ 1 3 is used. 

1. Statement of the problem. We shall consider a rectangular 
channel with vertical walls (Fig. 1). One of the walls (the wave gener- 
ator), moving in a direction normal to its own plane, is performing the 
harmonic osci 11 ation 

Here o is the frequency, and =C is the amplitude of the wave-~nerator 
oscillation which is considered to be sufficiently small. In dimension- 
less variables the problem is reduced to finding a function $(x, z, t) 
harmonic in a region r with the conditions 

Here z = z (x, t 1 is the equation of the free surface, the depth h is 
taken as the characteristic dimension, and the potential is referred to 

h $89, 

Let the natural frequencies which correspond to the linear problem be 
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We shall seek periodic solutions with the period 2n/o which for c =O 

reduce to the trivial solution of the free oscillation problem. 

Fig. 1. 

2. Oscillations far from resonance (0 f ~7.~1. We seek a solu- 
tion in the form 

'p = ; +*, t: =; PC, 

1 1 

Considering the oscillations to be small, we can wri,te (z = 1) 

‘9 = E’fl + E2 

The functions cpi and ci satisfy the conditions 

@I 
at + L=O, 

@2 
,,+r,=-;i agc, -+,32 

[ I 
,... for z=i (2.1) 

Xl a'p1 x2 8'92 82% +x1 
--- A__ 

at - a2 1 at - & +~tl--~*... for ~=1 (2.2) 

. . . . . . . . . . . . ..*....-.......... 
8% 8'92 a2'pl 
-=~coswt, ---y,... for x=0 ax . ax - ax (2.3) 

From the first condition of (2.1) and the first condition of (2.2) we 

obtain 

(2.4) 

Let us assume that #B~ = q$1 cos ot + +12, where the function +11 is 

harmonic in the region 7 and satisfies the conditions 

avll ( > aqll 
i-i ax Ix=a= O* 

aTll 
az x=0= w ( ) 7% z=oE O 

Ihe function r&z is also harmonic in the region 7 and satisfies the 

conditions 

a’p12 ( > - =o a’p12 b2 
ax x=0 ’ H ax xEa= O* (4 a2 z=oT O 

In order to construct the function CJ+~, we shall add the region r' to 
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the region r (Fig. 1) so that the condition 

1 
F (2) = 

i 

(0 <z < 1) 

-1 (1 < z<2) 

is fulfilled. 

Let us assume 
00 

W = 2 Azf,,,, 
nn (x--a) XAZ 

‘PIIn = ch 7 cos - 2 
1 

Expanding 6(z) into a Fourier series in terms of (nnz)/2, we find that 

il,=$$sinycshy 

From (2.4) we have for q+2 

(z?)_, + (%)z=, =.($)_ cos ot 
Let us assume 

Here 4* is the normalized eigenfunction of the linear problem. E& 
panding ch[1/2 nn(x - a)] q into a cosine series, we obtain the equation 

f Ik” t QV# = cos cot = c, cos ot (2.5) 

Consequently, 

It is not difficult to see that each subsequent approximation can be 
obtained by iterating these calculations. 

3. The case of resonance. The solution in the form (2.5) loses 
meaning if O-B uh, In order to study the character of the oscillations 
in this case, we will consider the “mistuning” of ok2 - G? to be small, 
i.e. ak 2 - a2 = cp. We seek a solution in the form 
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To determine ~5. and ri we again have the conditions (2.1) and (2.2) 

and also the conditions 

++i ( 1 0, 
aQi 

az &J= ( 1 az 5=a= O* 
a’pi ( ) xi- z=o= 0 (i=l,2j 

Assuning 

91" 2 &fl) w'Pk* 

k 

we find that 

q$ =Q~*AcoS+ ($ = a +a) 

where the constants A and a are subject to determination. The functions 
& and c2 are determined analogously; we obtain 

(p,! = (a-"' d,, + dSkTpk*) sin 2rl, + A1 cos (ot + al) 

q, -_ - 2” [(f-+” doi- d,, (‘Pk* &I - A2hku2 (pk* )z_12] COS 21) - 

- + A” (VP,,,.* ),=,” cos2 9 + AP sin (ot + 4 (qkL &_, 

do= 
A‘% (5hk2 + ?L*‘2) A% (Sk2 - 3h,‘2) 

8 Jm%,a 
, d2k== 

2 7/G (A,, - a,) 

Here A, and al are new unknown constants. For the third approximation 
we obtain the condition 

where 

For C& we have the condition on the boundary 

=ocos ot, 0, 

We will seek a function C& in the form qS3 = dll cos o t + $32, where 

+ 11 is determined in Section 2 and qSS2 is harmonic in a region r satis- 

fying the conditions 
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Then 

(3.1) 

Assuming co 

'932 = 2 .Q%,* 
0 

and substituting in (3.1), we obtain 

5 (& j,(3) + A,/,,(3)) (cp,‘) = 

1L=Cl 

= .~PP (a, k) (qk*)z=l (cos ol cos a ~- sin wl sin a) f. . .+ (2)_ ~0s wt (3.2) 

where 

’ z I 

h, 

8a (A,,, - 4h,) 
( hli2 + i\,E.,k + Ali*%) (5hk2 - 3A,‘“) - 

_ ; ( j,,Zh,*Z __ & A,4 _I $ y) 

For the existence of the periodic solution (3.2) it is necessary and 

sufficient that 

A3P cos a -t C, = 0, A3Psina=0 

where C, is determined from Formula (2.5). Hence 

:/ A = c, ap-‘ls, a=0 

cr" 

I 

IITI- 
0 I & 

and 
Fig. 2. 

Iherefore, we obtain a relation between the value of the amplitude of 

the oscillation of the wave-generator and the value of the amplitude of 

the resonance oscillation which was sought 

a0 _%,G ,(y3 = 0 &yF 
7i 

Exumple. Let a = SH, k = 1, then (Fig. 2) 

A,=+ = 0.2, h, = 0.0408X, i;,,, = 0.15196, P = 0.00015, 0 = 0.202, an =0,5f%‘! ‘j 
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